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a regular hatchback. I rather like itâ€¦ D. John K. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! It is
unusual and rarely seen, at least anymore, but this example has some very nice features.
Thanks to Mitchell G. In , the Sportbak option was added which consists of T-top panels as well
as a removable rear canopy structure. With K miles on its clock, this Sportbak looks good, the
years and mileage appear to have had no adverse effect though the finish is a repaint. Still, it
was a professionally applied respray and the original style stripes have been reapplied too. And
being an originally domiciled California vehicle has helped keep the corrosion factor at bay. Of
note, the seller as an extra pair of T-tops included in the sale. Power is courtesy of a 1.
Additionally, new plugs, an air filter, starter, Magnaflow muffler, and transmission mounts have
been installed. As is usually the case, a five-speed manual transaxle gets the power to the
pavement. The interior appears as new. But even with that, and based on current trading prices,
this Sportbak is rich, especially considering its mileage. Saw one, maybe. Cool little car. My
girlfriend had one in high school although everyone else wanted or had the Honda Civic
hatchback. I had one of these in the mid 90s. They were awesome little commuters, and ran
forever, unfortunately here in the midwest, they were a popular cuisine for the tin worm. Good
luck with the sale! Its a Niche car, even at that amount, it will be Someone who just has a
passion for odd and under appreciated. I think we all know its never a simple recharge.
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that alit is readers on here lose their minds overâ€¦. I wonder how long it took the assembly-line
folks to figure out how to put the first few together? I had one , same color , but with put the
Smurf hurst sport back. Drove the snot out of it. Only put the tops in if it was raining or
snowing. Fith gear went out , ok drove it like a 4spd. Then she threw a Rod , let it go. Was just a
well used car at the time. But not seen one in at least 10 years. Very cool. I wanted one just for
the fun of swapping the back. I could see myself cruising this around with no tops or hatch on.
Get as close to a convertible as possible. I like it. The price is nuts to me. Don't post your car for
sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe
without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe
later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jim ODonnell. Like This? Get Our Daily
Email. Comments Howard A Member. Bob S. R Soul. The Aztek of Japanese imports. Darrell
Danyluk. Professor Gadget? Jim ODonnell Staff. Mitchell Member. Take it to Radwood and steal
the show 2. Frank Sumatra. Christopher Gentry. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!
Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors.
Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Some cars could only have ever been a product of the s.
Targa tops, two door wagons, and blocky,angular styling would have happened without
automotive history's weirdest, most experimental decade. For this entry of Bizarre Car of the
Week, we take a look at one of the s greatest and strangest four-wheeled flops: the Nissan
Pulsar NX. Sold from to in the first generation, and to in the sec
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ond generation, the first generation NX didn't have much to speak of in the way of sportiness.
Powered by either a 1. In , however, Nissan got weird thankfully. The second generation NX,
depending on how you ticked the option boxes, could be a coupe, convertible, liftback, or weird
camper-like wagon dependingon your needs! What a wonderfullys idea! Dubbed the "Sportbak"
note the lack of the letter "C," presumably to make it cooler , the Pulsar NX sold in the dozens
overnight. With either a 1. The rectangular taillights with diagonal cutouts are one of our

personal favorites, and would never be found in any other decade. You could remove the
body-colored overlay, but then again, why would you? Needless to say, the collector car market
isn't clamoring to get their hands on the last remaining NXs, so they can be had for relative
chump change. Pick one up today and drive away in one of automotive history's great
anomalies! Or, you know Skip to content. Most Read. Recommended on Daily News.

